
  
 

Search Tips 

p4A’s search is very simple!  The following tips will help you become a better searcher and 
learn how to make the most of every search. 

 First of all, when in doubt, don’t hesitate to check out the Help page!  It will 
offer a refresher on all the basic details. 

 Check out the Table of Contents page as well.  If you just want to browse 
items, this is a great way to do so, and it also helps identify the appropriate 
category and type. 

 Remember to use caution with the Origin and Year fields.  Sometimes this 
information is not available, and if you specify an origin or date, you may 
unknowingly limit your search results. 

 Start small!  Searching is like skimming fish out of the sea, so cast a wide net and 
then find a way to “throw out” the results that don’t apply. 

 Our records are auction house descriptions, so think of how you would describe 
an object when you search.  If you were describing a wine glass, you’d use the 
phrase “wine glass”.  You probably wouldn’t have occasion to use generic terms 
like “glassware” or “stemware,” and an auction house probably wouldn’t either. 

 Don’t worry about extra words, because the database ignores most small non-
descript words like “a,” “an,” “and” and “the”.  You can leave them out and 
keep them from cluttering up your search. 

 Think about other possible forms of your search words.  For example, “wood” 
and “wooden” could cause small variations in your searches, as could “paint” vs. 
“painted”.  These are easily managed by using an asterisk in your search.  A 
search for paint* would return records with paint, painted, painting, painter, etc. 

 Be patient!  Industry vocabulary varies a great deal: tall clock vs. grandfather 
clock, highboy vs. high chest.  Often, you might not know the marketplace term.  
For example, a black and white photograph might be called a “silver gelatin” 
photograph, or what some call a trunk might be identified as a “blanket chest.”  
Sometimes you need to look through several pages of results to come up with a 
better term to try. 
 

 Finally, if in doubt, don’t hesitate to give us a call (937-426-7573) or send us an 
email (kda@p4a.com or hdavis@p4a.com).  We’re happy to help you hunt! 
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